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NEW SWISS PAPER VARIETIES

The PTT has announced (in the PTT Amtsblatt #264, 33/1978) the decision
to print definitives on a new paper . Major Charles LaBlond furnishes
ell with the following translation of the announcement.

The paper company is no longer able to manufacture the paper used for
the current definitive series, "Architecture and Artwork" (uncoated,
with luminous substance and violet fibers) . In order not to be forced
to print the entire series on new paper all at once, only the two
most common stamps (1 Franc Lausanne Cathedral and 2 Franc Schaff-
hausen Balcony) will be printed on the current paper (luminous substance,
without fibers).

On the other hand the PTT Printing Works has a quantity of the earlier
paper which is coated and has luminous substance and violet fibers.
This large supply must be used up as soon as possible . Since printing
one stamp which is used in large quantities will do this, the 40 Rp stamp
of the Folk Customs series will be printed on this fiber paper for about
one year.

These three values printed on different paper will not be delivered to
new issue subscribers ; they may however be purchased after August 24
at all philatelic offices . Mail orders should be sent to the PTT,
3030 Bern . No first day covers will be prepared and no special can-
cel will be used . Post offices will receive the new stamps only after
existing supplies have been used up.

(NO AUCTION THIS MONTH . Next one in Nov.)
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Tell is still seeking a replacement for the editor effective
January 1, 1979 . If you are interested in being appointed (this is not
an elective post), please write to either me or our president, Dr . Felix
Ganz, Apartment 3303, 1130 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605 .
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AHPS	 TREASURER'S	 REPORT	 -	 June30,	 1978to September6,	 1978

New Masthead for Tell ???
The masthead pictured below has been suggested as a replacement for

the one currently in use . We would like to get your opinion regarding

the one you prefer . This is just an informal poll and when you pay

your 1979 dues just let us know which masthead you would like to see
used for 1979 . You'll know the results when you get the January

1979 issue of TELL .

	

Thanks . Bob Clarke, 1708 Autumn, Arlington,

Texas 76012.

The following slate of candidates for 1979-1980 AHPS offices has been
submitted by the Nominating Committee.

President : Bob Zeigler, Illinois

	

Reg . VP East : David Durham, N .Y.
Vice Pres . : Harlan Stone, New Jersey

	

Reg. VP Cent : Burns Speer, Ky.
Secretary : John Barrett, Mississippi

	

Reg. VP West : Donn Lueck, Ariz,
Treasurer : Frank Young , New York

Ballots wil l be sent out with the November issue of TELL .
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF
THE 1978 ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE

Among the many philatelic works issued or reissued to coincide with
LEMANEX, the 1978 Swiss National Stamp Exhibition in Lausanne, Zum-
stein's twenty-second issue of the "Specialized" (Max Hertsch, ed .)
will be welcomed by all true collectors of Swiss philatelica who are
no longer beginners , even though the deflated dollar necessitates
the spending of a pretty large penny for this opus, the volume has
grown to 861 pages, 714 of them treating Switzerland, with the rest
apportioned to UN Geneva, Campione, and Liechtenstein.

Unlike the "little" Zumstein, the 'Specialized" lists all philatelic
abnormities, and the number of newly chronicled plate flaws and the
like is rather large . All other discoveries are also incorporated,
and for the first time are listed the precursor vignettes for the
Geneva office of the Intl, Bureau of Education -- with the result
that the prices for these vignettes will zoom, now that they are of-
ficially recognized.

The noblest, and eventually most important effort has been initiated
by providing prices for stamps on cover . . . at this time for regular
issues through 1935 ; and are there ever surprises for the guy and
guy until now content with tearing all stamps off their covers . The
values are given for single frankings, i .e . : proper postage paid by
the one stamp issued for that purpose . It also gives a rather com-
plicated formula for mixed or combined frankings, but it seems that
only the passing of some years will put all these current estimates
into proper relation with each other . Furthermore no such prices
have been attempted yet for Pro Juventutes on cover, nor for Geneva
officials -- both very much sought on cover by quite a few specialists.
The editors admit that this new pricing column is but a start, and
one must be pleased that someone dared to do it at all : One bit of
good counsel : don't tear off any pre-193o single frankings off cover:
you may have a $50 . item without knowing it since the stamp catalogs
but 35 cents . . ..

Listings for coil stamps are much more detailed in this edition, and
a good start has been made towards unifying the sections on standing
Helvetia issues, resulting in •a number of diamond-shaped prefixes
for all previously listed plate flaws and varieties now deemed ques-
tionable, and help by specialists is encouraged by the editor.

Unfortunately, in this observer's view, a few other things remained
undone ; but one can simply hope for future edition's continued im-
provement . For instance : the note advising the collector that prices
for blocks of four after 1907 or so necessitate but one center can-
cellation remains obscured somewhere in a footnote, and only the
3Fr . green block of 1914, used, carries an asterisk next to its
heady price of SFr . 2850 . thus telling the collector that a block
with more than one cancellation commands at most a price of SFr .40 .,
or one-seventieth of the other sum:

The work, as a whole, has been carefully edited and shows an in-
crease in illustrations . Although in German it carries a comprehen-
sive introduction in both French and English, and it will remain THE
absolutely necessary tool for every specialized or specializing col-
lector .

Felix Ganz
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FOR LITTLE LIECHTENSTEIN (POPULATION : 25,000) THIS IS THE GOLDEN AGE

By Paul Hofmann (Reproduced from The New York Times)

VADUZ, Liechtenstein, Aug . 2 - Gold and red standards flutter everywhere in this country
three times the size of Manhattan, snug between Austria and Switzerland, as it celebrates the
40th anniversary of the benevolent rule of its Prince, Franz Joseph II . The banner might just
as well be made of solid gold, for Liechtenstein is the richest nation in the West.

Statistically speaking, each of the 25,000 men, women and children in this Ruritania on
the Rhine produces $11,055 a year, the per capita product in the United States is a mere $9,320.

"Only Kuwait is ahead of us," said a leading Vaduz lawyer . He was wearing a huge wrist-
watch with a broad gold bracelet and gold cufflinks worthy cf an oil sheik . He said that he
was on the boards of many international holding companies, trusts and corporations, but he
would not say how many.

Liechtenstein's role as the Kuwait of the West in a setting of high mountains, cow
pastures and new factories and office buildings is based on the sale to tourists of gaudy
postage stamps and of milk mugs that say "moo" when they are lifted, the mass manufacture of
false teeth and sausage casings and, above all, on the mail-drop companies such as those
represented by the gold-loving lawyer.

SOME SHADOWY OPERATIONS - Some of these shadowy corporations are known to have financed
white mercenary troops in black Africa. Others have been founded to collect royalties for
the works of Soviet emigre authors . Still others have allegedly recycled Mafia money.

Earlier this year the Liechtenstein Government broke up a group known as I .C.W . Trust
when it was discovered to have been trafficking in Soviet-manufactured submachine guns that
were purchased in Hungary and probably ended up in Somalia.

Characteristically, the Vaduz authorities learned of the arms affair through foreign
press reports . "We have no interest to cover up for crooks ', " the Government spokesman, Walter
Kranz, told a visiting American reporter . " If you come across anything shady concerning us,
do let me know . Most of our tips come from the press, and we follow up each ."

The principality has 30 civil servants in its finance department and a police force of
36 . " Liechtenstein simply isn ' t equipped to check up on all those sophisticated corporations
that are nominally based there, " said a high official of the Swiss National Bank, Pierre
Languetin, in a recent interview.

SWITZERLAND LOOMS LARGE - He said Switzerland was pressing Liechtenstein to tighten
controls on foreign financial operators . Switzerland has a lot to say in the affairs of its
eastern neighbor . It permits the principality to use the Swiss franc as national currency and
takes care of Liechtenstein's customs service and foreign relations.

The month-long anniversary festivities here are overshadowed by latent tension between
Liechtenstein and Switzerland that nobody here will discuss officially . The Government spokes-
man, Mr . Kranz, nevertheless remarked : "We won't bow to any pressure . We are a little people,
but we are stiffnecked . "

It is true, the spokesman said, that negotiations are going on between Liechtenstein and
Switzerland regarding financial regulations here . He suggested that new controls may be in-
troduced, "but we want to remain liberal ."
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Most of the absentee corporations registered in Liechtenstein have been set up for no

other reason than the country's advantages as a tax haven . Officials here say there is nothing
wrong with such a status ; some 50 countries all over the world, including the Bahamas and
Switzerland itself, are lenient in taxing foreign money and strict in keeping bank secrecy.

MORE COMPANIES THAN CITIZENS - More than 25,000 international companies, bearing such
bland names as Confida, Cortrust, Quorum and Investment Management, have nominal headquarters
in Liechtenstein - more than one such company for each inhabitant . The letterhead companies
are represented mainly by the 40 or so lawyers and notaries public in the principality . To
be a lawyer in Liechtenstein means being well above the $11,055 average in per capita income.

One of them, Herbert Batliner, said in an interview that he kept three telex machines in
his office busy and that he met international clients during frequent trips to Zurich, London
and New York . Mr . Batliner has just scored a coup by bringing the Vienna Symphony Orchestra
to Vaduz for the celebrations honoring the Prince.

"A live concert is a big thing for Liechtenstein," an Italian resident said . "There
is little to do here except make money . Right now there is only one movie house in the entire
country - the other is closed for the summer . People stay at home, enjoy their swimming pools
and watch Austrian or Swiss television . Every family has at least two cars, but they rarely
go anywhere . They do talk plenty about the Prince and his family and genuinely like them . "

His Serene Highness Prince Franz Joseph II is a grandson of Emperor Franz Joseph of
Austria-Hungary and the first chief of the ruling family in Liechtenstein's 172 year history as
a sovereign country to live here permanently . At 71 years of age-he will be 72 on Aug . 16 - he

is also the longest-serving head of state in Europe.

The tourists, who arrive here in 40 to 50 coaches and hundreds of autos daily, stare up
at the crenelated walls of the 13th-century princely abode on a cliff 350 feet above the
bazaar-like main street of Vaduz . A sign proclaims that there are no visits to the castle,
so the tourists flock to the monumental new post office to write home or visit the nearby
museum to gaze at the Rubens paintings.

The paintings are from the Prince's private collection, said to be one of the largest in
the world. Some years ago, Liechtensteiners were pained to learn that the Prince had quietly
sold off some of his treasures . Officials here say that nothing of that kind has happened in
eight years and explain that the Prince earlier had needed money because he had lost much
property when the Communists took over in Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland.

The Prince still owns four palaces in Vienna and estates elsewhere in Austria . Thanks
to the boom in Liechtenstein, he is no longer strapped for cash.

Visitors are showered with promotional literature on Liechtenstein . It does not say that
the rich little country has one of the highest suicide rates in the world . Why so much
emotional trouble in a tax dodgers' paradise?

"It's the strain of all-too-rapid transition from a rural to an industrial society," said
an official who was asked about the problem . "Before the last war, most Liechtensteiners lived

by farming and cattle breeding . Now only 3 percent of our population is in agriculture ."

The official noted that Liechtensteiners become particularly suicidal whenever the fohn is
blowing. This is the enervating Alpine wind for which anything from traffic accidents to wife-
beating is blamed.

Fohn or no fohn, there is much singing of the national anthem - to the music of
"God Save the Queen :" - these days "Long live Liechtenstein, flourishing on the young Rhine,
happy and loyal ."
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STAMP BOOKLETS, by M . Rutherfoord (being an update on the article in an
earlier Tell by Fred Lesser on Swiss stamp booklets, and reprinted
here from the July 1978 HNL)

At the end of his excellent article in Tell, Mr . Fred-Lesser
notes that the reason for the change in layout from Figure 6 to Figure
7 has never been made known.

This started me to thinking . His article covers the "Tell"
period of booklet sheets, which finished in 1933 . In 1934 appeared the
new series of "Landscape" stamps, but still printed by the same old sheet
fed letterpress method . The sheets for booklets were also sold to coll-
ectors, and also with the unprinted fourth row voided by a vertical line
of perforations .

	

(See figure 6 .)

	

-

In 1935 the PTT decided that the letterpress method was too
slow and the quality too low, so they introduced recess printing with a
fast rotary machine in 1936 . The new stamps showed the same basic views,
but the layout of the booklet stamp sheets was changed from the old Fig-
ure 6 to the new Figure 7a . I think this was done for the following two
reasons : firstly, to avoid confusion during booklet make-up, i .e ., be-
tween old and new sheets having both the same value, color and picture,
and secondly, to reduce the number of vertical cuts needed to separate
the booklets from five to four.

In Figure 6 one can see that half the selvedge is lost from
row 4, but in Figure 7a the seventh row is cut down the middle to give
two binding selvedges . Mr . Lesser's Figure 7 is incorrect with a cut
next to the stamps, as this would give a selvedge on the wrong side of
the upright pane.

At first the old method of voiding by means of the line of
perforations was used for the sheets for collectors only, then later rows
of crosses were used and engraved on the printing cylinder . This meant
that the additional voiding operation could be dropped . The reason for
this change is given by Ernst Mueller in his excellent book "Die Marken-
Heftchen, Kehrdruck- und Zwischenstegmarken der Schweiz 1904-1954" as
being to achieve a more even action of the wiping cloth which removes
the excess ink from the recess cylinder immediately before printing .
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THE 1977 LIECHTENSTEINER BRIEFMARKENKATALOG : Handbook of Liechtenstein
Philately . Vaduz, Phila-Verlag (Collator, Alfons Marxer), $8 .50 sea-
mail and $11 .00 airmail ; FL-9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein.

The 1977 LBK is the crowning glory of previous issues (since
1970, all of which are also available at SFr . 2 .50 for 1970 ; SFr . 5 .00
for 1971, 1972 and 1973 ; and SFr . 8 .50 for 1976) . In addition to prices
for stamps and first day covers, the LBK contained one or more chapters
on other aspects of Liechtenstein philately : postal stationery, coins,
cancellations, Austrian or Swiss stamps used in Liechtenstein, etc . The
latest issue of this catalog -- really now a handbook -- combines all of
these extras and thus presents itself as a very complete volume of 264
liberally illustrated pages ; and if you find a category of even barely
marginal philately NOT covered in this book then indeed you are a
specialist's specialist.

It should be noted, however, that this handbook/catalog is a
priced work, reflecting current auction realizations or average market
prices, and that it is not comparable to the complete and great work reach-
ing completion under the auspices of the "Ring" of Liechtenstein collec-
tors -- a work and final word on all Liechtenstein collecting, under
way since 1970, but so far (and perhaps forever) unpriced . The handbook
discussed here is a quick and very accurate guide to what you may possess,
or what you may wish to acquire without having true guidance.

Almost everything imaginaeable is included and priced in the
LBK of 1977 . It starts with waggoners's freight letters of the 18th
century ($65 .)), treats customs receipts, pre-precursors, telegraph
envelopes and cancellations, zeppelin mail, catapult and rocket mail,
even a pigeon mail experiment to and from an Alpine peak, emergency
cancellations, fieldpost, RPO (yes, there is an international railway
line running through the country) and of course all of the regular
issues for Liechtenstein proper, or all the items issued by Austria and
Switzerland but used in the Principality from 1850 to 1930 . Even 1978
stamp issues, not yet announced, are illustrated! Postal stationery
is listed in detail as well.

About the only thing which this observer did not find was a
listing of fiscal stamps, of registration labels, and of separate prices
for blocks of four.

Prices are amazingly high for anything even slightly out of the
ordinary, and if you did not start collecting precursors 15 to 20 years
ago you might as well leave that field alone unless your pocketbook is
of unlimited size! Unfortunately the high priests of "gummitis" also have
made inroads on the handbook editors (it seems that hingeless album
manufacturers have temporarily won a round), and the two columns marked
** (never hinged) and * (mint, hinged) differ by 100%, or a relationship
of 2 :1 for certain issues . After 1962 hinged mint stamps are not even
priced!

The printing is very clean and the illustrations really elimin-
ate the need for any English headings or translations . Prices are in
Swiss francs . The paper is slick and the binding seems to withstand
repeated folding out .

	

Felix Ganz
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; Part 70.

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS

ON POSTAL MATTER ; Part X
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ON THE EDITOR' S DESK

Zumstein has brought out a new book on the Standing Helvetia
stamps . Ueber denDruckprozess& dieAbartenderstehendenHelvetia
1882-1907, by Georges Valko, in German, 78 pages, 180 illustrations,
SFr . 20 plus foreign postage of SFr . 4 .50.

The article on Lausanne postal history contained in the LEMANEX
guidebook is worth translating and publishing in Tell . Is there an
ambitious French translator that is willing to take on the job?

Michael Rutherfoord has published an informative article on
the "Swiss Printing Works" in Stamp Collecting, no . 17, wh . no 3368,
June 15, 1978 .

Two books published last year on forgeries contain some infor-
mation on Swiss forgeries . The Spud Papers, by W . Dudley Atlee, Edward
L . Pemberton, Robert B . Earee, and Lowell Ragatz, 168 pages, contains
a description of Scott Type A6a, No . 9 . Reprints of 19th Century Postal
Adhesive Stamps and 'heir Characteristics, by E .D . Bacon, 168 pages,
contains a section on the Basle Dove and the March, 1843 Zurich issue . Both
books are softbound and available at $7.85 each from James H . Beal,
2165 Silver Fox Lane, N.E ., Warren, OH 44484.

June 26 was the first day of the do it yourself labels from
the four test vending machines which did not have the numbers Al to A4.
During the next five years the PTT plans to install another 500 of the
machines, mainly at railway stations and main post offices . None will
print identifying numbers on the labels.

PEN has brought out a large book on the 500 "Aushilfstempe"
of Switzerland . SFr . 43 seamail . (M . Rutherfoord)

Switzerland has issued new labels for express packages,
numbered 236 .34 (72 x 34 mm .) compared with the old label numbered
236 .31 (48 x 34 mm .) . Both labels are in deep red and in strips of
five . The new label is designed so that the date stamp is applied
before the label is attached to the package, making the date easier
to read and complaints of late delivery (presumably) easier to lodge.
Small letters will continue to receive the old label number 361 .32
(48 x 17 mm .) . (Keep you eyes open for label number 236 .34 --
"Deliver also on Sundays -- which was used for a short time in 1966;
Sunday delivery costs twice the usual express price, and covers are
great rarities .) M . Rutherfoord.

As noted earlier, 1234 Vessey had a busy time on 5 .6 .78.
The tiny post office -- the "town" is not shown on maps
available to me -- used at least three cancellers (note
the "lc" at the bottom. Apparently the office was
alerted by newspaper articles, and had extra staffing
and cancellers in order to produce the perfect strikes
seen .

	

(M. Rutherfoord .)

Mark Weiner has an interesting article on Chillon Castle in
the July HNL .
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"A Genteel Invasion", by S . Frederick Kerns, reprinted from "The Military
Journal", Ju/Ag, 1977 : "2356 Hours, Thursday, 26Aug76 . Aninvasion force
almost twice as large as the indigenous self-defense force, supported
by elements of cavalry and transport units based at Luziensteig Barracks
in Switzerland, marched into the village of Iradug, in Liechtenstein.
The invaders advanced about 1600 feet (488 meters) into the territory
of L'stein before the act was noticed, and the invaders were met by
heroic nationals who faced the Swiss field gear and combat equipment
with bottles and glassware . By dawn the invasion force had withdrawn,
and the Swiss Defense Ministry requested an "understanding from L'stein
regarding the incident . No serious diplomatic problems resulted.

"Actually, the 75 Swiss Militiamen and their 50 horses, elements of an
infantry support unit, carried no ammunition and were on a night exercise
when they took a wrong turn at a trail junction and strayed across
the frontier, which is not wired or even appreciably marked . No sanc-
tions were taken against the Lieutenant, though it is said that a coll-
ection was taken up to buy him a compass and users' manual ." (The "in-
vasion" was the subject of a number of articles in Tell in late 1976 .)

Felix Ganz has published an article in the Postal Stationery magazine,
Jy/Ag 1978, pp . 131-37, on Swiss Advertising Postal Cards.

The APS has placed the Lemanex block on their Black Blotted list, on the
grounds of unnecessary, too big, and too expensive . Does AHPS, as an
affiliate of APS, endorse this action?

M . Rutherfoord reports that two more automatic label vending machines
were installed on July 2 in Lucerne and Basel . He also suggests that
the Fr . 1 .30 Sun of the 1973 Architecture series is likely to become
the key value . Used copies are particularly elusive in good condition .
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THE MATTERHORN

(As Described by the First Man to Succeed in Climbing It)

"It is unnecessary to enter into a minute description of
the Matterhorn after all that has been written about that famous
mountain . My readers will know that that peak is nearly fifteen
thousand feet high, and that it rises abruptly, by a series of
cliffs which may properly be termed precipices, a clear five
thousand feet above the glaciers which surround its base . They
will know, too, that it was the last great Alpine peak which
remained unscaled -- less on account of the difficulty of doing
so than from the terror inspired by its invincible appearance.
There seemed to be a 'cordon' drawn around it, up to which one
might go, but no farther . Within that invisible line jins and
affreets were supposed to exist -- the Wandering Jew and the
spirits of the damned . The superstitious natives in the surround-
ing valleys (many of whom still firmly believe it not only to be
the highest mountain in the Alps, but in the world) spoke of a
ruined city on its summit wherein the spirits dwelt ; and if you
laughed they gravely shook their heads, told you to look yourself
to see the castles and the walls, and warning one against a rash
approach, lest the infuriate demons from their impregnable
heights might hurl down vengeance for one's derision . Such
were the traditions of the natives . Stronger minds felt the in-
fluence of the wonderful form, and men who ordinarily spoke or
wrote like rational beings, when they came under its power seemed
to quit their senses and ranted and rhapsodized losing for a
time all common forms of speech ."

Edward Whymper
(Scrambles Amongst the Alps)
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The Driversof theSwiss Postal Motor Coaches, Swiss American Review, 9/76.

Those slow moving yellow dots, as they may look when seen from a vantage
point, are Swiss alpine motor-coaches creeping along narrow, winding
alpine passes . They are familiar sights in the Swiss countryside . Their
melodic horn signal fascinates children and adults as well . The
unexperienced driver may still bear uneasy reminiscences of encounters
with one of these well known but impressive monsters . It is true,
their supremacy of the road has been somewhat curtailed by the fast
growing number of Swiss cars, but the romantic heritage of their
history can be felt up to our sober minded days.

The postal motor-coach driver is the most admired bus driver in the
world . And there are good reasons for that . The handling of a big
motor-coach requires excellent driving, good nerves and a great sense
of responsibility . No wonder that the professional training of a driv-
er is longer than in any other profession . A minimum age of 22 years,
good health and a well-rounded mechanical training are generally re-
quired for this difficult job . A driver can only be accepted for al-
pine motor-coach duty after he has driven trucks for at least one year.

In earlier times the alpine motor-coaches, and before them, the horse-
drawn mail coaches, were often the only connections between mountain
villages and the lowlands . Today their use is even more specialized.
They transport the mail and a decreasing number of passengers who do
not yet have cars of their own . These people, however, are now joined
by all those who like to leave the driving to the more skilled and more
experienced bus drivers in order to enjoy the beauties of the Swiss
alpine scenery.

The drivers themselves are quite happy about this new situation . It
diminishes the frequent encounters with private cars, which, driven
to the top of the mountain passes by all too ambitious motorists, often
are abandoned to the sight of some frightening abysses and thus block
the narrow highways .
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The order of manufacture of the booklets is as follows:

1. The top and bottom selvedges of the stamp sheets are town off, 100 at
a time.

2. The front and back cover cards are printed with the height correct.

3. The covers, stamps sheets and interleaving sheets are laid up in
the correct order.

4. The vertical cuts are made.

5. The resultant strips of five booklets are stapled simultaneously.

6. These strips are then cut horizontally four times.

7.Twenty booklets are bundled together for distribution.

This applies to today's method, one which has apparently not
changed in 70 years.

Has anyone an old booklet with torn top or bottom edge to
prove Point 1?

Can--anyone let me know the total width in mm . of any old
booklets, to prove that there was only one cut made in the seventh
row of Figure 7a? The nominal width today is 70 mm ., with a binding
selvedge of 12 mm ., but this applies to four stamp panes only.
(Send your answers to Mr . Rutherfoord care of Robert C . Ross, 28 Kenmore
Place, Glen Rock, NJ 07452 .)

AN AUTHOR'S CORRECTION:

Thanks to the generously collaborative alertness on the part of
Dr . Felix Ganz, Fred R . Lesser, the author of the recently published
"A New Look at Switzerland's ' Tete Beche', 'Se Tenant' and ' Interspace '
Combinations" hastens to correct an erroneous reference as to the source
of availability of the so-called Tete Beche stamp sheets during the years
1908 - 1933.

The Tete Beche sheets were only offered to collectors at the
"Wertzeichenverkaufs" counter in Bern . There are, however, indications
that broken up Tete Beche sheets were also sold at the collectors
counters at the main post offices in Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich.
The eight philatelic Agencies (Wertzeichenverkaufsstellen) were only
established by the PIT some time after 1950 and, therefore did not
exist outside Bern before WWII.

The author wishes to apologize to the readership of Tell for the
misleading information in his article as published in the April issue .
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